
good tidings advent calendar album
We’ve joined forces with Unibind & ki memories to bring you 
a festive Advent Calendar album. You will create fun pages 
with flaps to help count down to Christmas! Below you will 
find step by step instructions to complete this project.

Materials Used:
ki memories~
papers: 3141 Ornaments, 3142 Merry & Bright, 3143 
Tree Skirt, 3144 Quilt, 3145 Garland, 3146 Wonderland 
embellishments: 3150 epoxy alpha, 3151epoxy 
accents, 3155 badges, 3156 softies, 3159 glitter alpha, 
3160 glitter icons, 3153 chipboard alpha, 3154 chip-
board accents, 3152 rub-ons, 3149 pop art. 
*note, numbers were stamped using Justrite Stampers 
Brayton Uppercase Alphabet JB-08100. Poinsettia Red, 

fig. 1 fig. 2

Cover:
Use glitter alpha (#3154) to spell “christmas” below the opening of 
the cover (fig. 1). The 5 snowflake embellishments (fig. 2)down the 
left side of the window opening are glitter rub-ons from the good 
tidings collection (#3152).  

Pistachio Chocolate box Green & St. Valentino Pink 
Core’dinations cardstock was used as well.

Page1:
Cut Quilt paper (#3144) to 8.5”x10”.  Cut four 3”x3” squares out 
of red cardstock. Embellish with glitter snowflake icon stickers 
(#3160) as shown. Attach the red squares as shown, by putting 
1/4” of adhesive on one edge of the square to create flaps. The 
2 squares on the left should open to the left and the 2 squares 
on the right should open to the right. Stamp 1-4 on each of the 
squares as shown. You can put a little note or photo as a surprise 
under each flap to embellish this page further (fig. 3). 
Note: this page is shorter in width than the page below it so it 
will reveal the next page on the right hand edge. 

Page 2:
Cut Merry & Bright (#3142) to 8.5”x11”. Cut 1”x 8.5” strip of 
Ornaments (#3141) Cut 6” x 8.5” piece of green cardstock. Cut 
4 pieces of 6” x 2” red cardstock. 
Adhere the green cardstock apx. 1.5” from the left edge of your 
paper. The 4 red pieces should be attached to the back of the 
1” strip of Ornaments paper, then the ornament strip should be 
attached to the left edge of the green cardstock leaving the 
red pieces as flaps (see fig. 4 and fig. 5). Use the chipboard 
letters (#3153) and chipboard accents (#3154) and pop art 
(#3149) to embellish as shown.  
Don’t forget to stamp the advent dates on the flaps as shown.
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designed by Christy Anderson/ Erickson & Associates ‘09

Here's a trick: cut all of the main pages first and you'll have enough remnants to do all of the 
other parts and pieces in the book.



Page 3:
Cut the Wonderland paper (#3146) to 8.5”x11”. Attach a 6“x6” 
piece of red cardstock to the lower right corner of the page as 
shown.  Cut or punch 4 circles out of the papers shown. The 
large circle is 3.25” and the three smaller circles were punched 
with the Fiskars XL circle punch (# 12-74147097) and layered with 
the Large Seal of Approval Fiskars punch (# 01-003775). They are 
2” circles. Decorate the circles as shown using pop art, 
chipboard accents and epoxy. The embellishment on the top of 
the large ornament is a glitter snowflake sticker cut in half. 
Numbers 10 and 12 were layered on top of glitter rub-ons. ( See 
fig. 6a)  Just the tops of the circles are attached chipboard 
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to the page to create flaps.
Put about 1/4” of adhesive on
the top of each circle to 
attach to the page. Fold back 
to create a hinge (see fig.6b) 

�g. 6b

Page 4:
Cut Ornament Paper (#3141) to 9”x8.5”. Cut green cardstock to 8.5”x6”.  Put 1/4” of 
adhesive on the left edge of the green cardstock and attach to the Ornament paper as 
shown.  The green sheet will only be attached on the left side create a �ap.  The 3 “gifts”  
created with the cardstock all are �aps as well.  This page isn’t as wide as the others so 
again you will see the paper from the page below on the right hand edge.

Gifts~ A- 2”x 3.5” Tree Skirt paper (#3143) “A” is attached on the left opens to the left. 
B~ 2”x3” Ornament paper (#3141)“B” is attached at the top of the gift and opens 
upward 
C~ 3.5”x 3.5” Quilt Paper (#3144) “C” is attached on the right and opens to the right.. 
Gift A and C have a strip 1”x 3.5” strip of wonderland (#3146). 

Use the epoxy alpha (#3150) to spell “giving” on the upper right corner of the green �ap.  
. The accents on the top of each gift are from the pop art embellishments. 
Add photos or notes under each �ap to personalize.
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This is what page 4
looks like without
page 5 beneath it.

When you lift the green �ap, this is what you will �nd (�g 7a).
Cut a 4”x6” piece of red cardstock and layer it on the 
Ornament paper as shown. Layer a 1”x6” strip of Garland
paper on the back of �ap as shown. Punch a 2” circle out of
the Quilt paper and attach overlapping the red cardstock.
Use Christmas tree Chipboard Accent as shown (�g 7b). 
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Page 5:
Cut Garland (#3145) to 8.5”x11”. Cut 2.5“x8.5” strip of pink cardstock. 
Cut 2“x8.5” strip of Ornament paper. Cut four pieces of 3.5”x2” green 
cardstock. 
Adhere the strip of Ornament paper on top of the pink cardstock. Evenly 
attach 1/4” of the green cardstock pieces behind the right edge of the 
pink strip, leaving the remaining portion as flaps. Attach the layered strip 
to the page apx 1” from the left edge of the paper as shown. This will 
create flaps with the 4 green pieces. 
Punch or cut 4 red 1”x1” squares and attach on flaps as shown. Embel-
lish with the softies (#3156).  See fig. 8
The numbers are stamped along side the green flaps. #18 and #20
were stamped on 1” circles punched out of red cardstock.
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Page 6:
This page consists of 4 mini cards. Cut Tree Skirt paper (#3143) to 
8.5”x11”. Cut a pink piece of cardstock 4”x11”. Attach the pink strip apx. 
1.25” from the top of the page. 
Card A~ Cut Wonderland paper 3.5”x5” and fold in half. Attach a 
1”x3.5” piece of Tree Skirt paper as shown. Embellish with pop art 
snowflake on the outside and a “merry christmas” epoxy on the inside.
Card B~ Cut Ornament Paper 3”x6” and fold in half. Add “seasons 
greetings” epoxy to outside of the card, “happy holidays” epoxy on the 
inside of the card. 
Card C~ Cut Merry & Bright paper to 3.5”x4” and fold in half. Embellish 
with a chipboard tree accent on the outside and “festive” epoxy on the 
inside. 
Card D~ Cut Quilt paper 2”x6.5” and fold in half. Punch a scallop circle 
out of the wonderland paper using the large Seal of Approval punch 
from Fiskars. Embellish with the pink bird epoxy on the outside and 
“happy holidays” pop art sticker on the inside. 

Attach the cards as shown to the page. (See fig. 9)  

Page 7:
Cut red cardstock to 8.5”x11”. Cut Pink Cardstock to 4.5”x11” and 
adhere apx. 1/2” from the bottom of the page. Cut 10” x3.5” piece of 
Tree Skirt paper and attach as shown. Cut 3”x3” piece of Quilt paper 
and attach to Tree Skirt paper. Add chipboard snowflake embellishment 
and ornament pop art as shown. Add “happy holidays” chipboard 
accent. Punch a 2” circle out of Merry & Bright paper. Stamp “25” on a 
Red circle and layer. Add tree Softie embellishment and attach to 
page.  (See fig. 10)

Once you have completed your pages you are ready to bind your 
book. 

Make sure all of the pages are straight and flush with the inside spine of 
the book cover. (See fig. 11)
Set your book spine side down on your Unibind Photobook Creator. The 
indicator lights will turn red showing that it is working. When the heating 
process is finished, the lights will turn green. You may remove your book 
from the Photobook Creator, but be sure to keep the book spine side 
down until it has cooled. This will ensure that the pages properly set. 
NOTE: If you have any lose pages once your book has cooled, set the 
book back on the Photobook Creator and tap the pages lightly so they 
all come in contact with the resin in the spine. You can reheat the spine 
as many times as necessary. (See fig. 12)
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